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In the interest of stirring stedent body interest in the forthcoming
student body presidential election, I have declared my candidacy early, with
the hope that more peoplpe will be involved in this years election. My platfrom is as follows:
I. Call a student Constitutional Convention (1 member from each campus
organization and 1 from each student senate constituency): Draw up
an up-to-date constitution, using the document now composited as
a base, and submit it to the student body for approval. In no case
should we let another full year pass without "legalizing" our student
government. Also, in no way should the document be handwritten by
only one or two individuals, but should be the work of a representative sampling of the student body.
A. Student , partipation on Academic Council and its standing
committees. To be activley involved in decsion making, students
must be involved with the Academic Council.
B. Less student government control in choosing student committees.
C Decentraolizing Student Government: with committee appointing
and the general functional authority of the student government
taken form the student body president and given to the student
senate.
The student body president should sit on the senate,
but should be non-voting, and the senate should be chiared
by a member of the senate chosen from that body.
D. Create a student judiciary function, which could be charged with
handling all student body disciplinary matters.
II. Not discourage, but rather encourage student participation in the
academic community, by:
A. Making student government an overt and noticeable function,
accessable to all students, by:
1. Full Publicity of all general governing body and
committee meetings, allowing general floor participation.
2. A fucntioning information table manned by student government
representatives. (Have you ever tried to talk to a
bullentin board?)
B. Give students the opportunity to share in the collective decisions
of the university. The faculty should not expect responsible
students unless they give students the opportunity to make
decisions and be responsible. I will:
1. Push for student representation on the Board of Trustees.
2. Impliment fair representative student participation in
Academic Council and it functioning committees.

3 Ask for regular, well publicized meetings of the student
and administrations
4. Make students a part of the budgetary process of the
university.
5. Encourage a more realistic scholarship and general aid
program.
6. Give the student body the right to determine if its
student government representatives will be paid.

(Candidate cont.)
C. Generally encourage differences and dialogue, by:
1. Encouraging diverse compus organizations.
2.

Striving towards a more realistic intramural program.
3. Encourage more faculty run technical programs, as well as
more student-faculty eye-to-eye programs.
4. Have a mailbox for each campus organization, and make an attempt
to secure office space for same.
5. Hold regularly scheduled student body assemblies to present
and discuss pertinent and relevant events and issues.
6. Have money available to be used by the student body as it
sees fit.
7. Encourage students to ask more whys.
8. Encourage and publicize more university-community oriented
programs: We have to educate the community as well as ourselves.
9. Student authority, only, over any and all student publications,
the faculty serving as advisors only.
I will work within the university structure, but I will no limit myself
to same. If no active understanding and support is forthcoming as regards
the students active role in the university community, I would, unfailin g ly,
use extrachannel means (publicity) to arouse support and sympathy for the
students. Understanding is an important step, but I feel that the students
must have more than an opportunity to understand. They must also be given
the opportunity to participate.
I am hoping my early candiacy will encourage other to run for this and
other offices. Ripley's, Believe It or-Not would have feasted cm last years
elcetion results: one candidate for student body president and only 282 votes
cast. I heartily extend an invitation to any and all other candidates to
meet them at any public gathering and exchange ideas
Mike Smilack
junior Liberal arts
Black WSU

students join movement at last

-

March 15, 1969
A proposed mock=trial of the math department at Wright State university
recently gave birth to what seemas a new and real voice for Black students
at the chool.
At the trial, held by Math professor, Dr. Arthur DuPre, (nearly suspended
from classes for showing Columbia film, and a number of concerned White
students, members of Black student group, Committee for the Advancement of
Negro Education (CANE) stood up and gave Whites the word about: White involvement, Black power, and the relationship of Whites to the black militant
philosophy.
Tactical Error
The virtual take-over came as a result of a tactical miscue by DuPre.
He played a Phil Ochs record as background for a Black Panther film.
DuPre explained, "Originally I had planned to show a Columbia film, with
the Ochs music in the background. or a Chicago film. Neither film was on
hand so we showed the Panther one. I should have known better than to play
that music behind Huey Newton."
CANE members took the opportunity to accuse White radicals fo using the
Black liberation movement for their own ends.
White Raps
Former CANE director, Tom White, indicated predominately white student
power group, CODE (Committee for Decisive Expression) had asked WSU Blacks
if they could help out Black activity. White said, "When we held the Black
Expo here, Whites only showed up during school hours.
"Code asked if we could get together, if they could help us, but when we
had a dance; CODE had a Fold FEstival, after the festival was over they all
got in their cars and went home to their white neighbor-hoods.: White continued.
Blacks Were Moderate
Up until that point Blacks at WSU had been soft speaking or moderate,
even the dance Tom White spoke of was not for lack action, but for the Free
Huey Movement or Let Rap Rap, but was a benefit for the mostly white,

It took a misused Black Panther
film to activate Black Students at
WSU, Because of the film, Cane effectively broke-up a meeting of whte
students, who were unwilling to create
dialogue, then express their distrust
of White activity, hitted at new CANE
stands or future stands.
According to members of CODE,
the confrontation caused that group to
reassess their purposes
CODE Admits Wrong
CODE director, Jack Layh dais he
knows CODE was wrong, to schedule the
festival at the same time as the dance
and that leaders of both organizations
have spoke since the cnnfrontation and
are beginning to reach some under=
standing
DuPre maintained after the program
he was glad to see CANE come forth, He
expressed concern that white students
wouldn't speak up for their rights or
for academic freedom. The program was
originally geared to create dialogue,
theater tactics,
through guerilla
about the inhumanity of mathematics as
they are being taught.
Opinions of CODE members speaking after the meeting were, split concerning the good that could from the
Black disruption of the mock-trial.
Most agree
however . , that if the
blacks continue to speak up only good
can come from it.

The organization once known
as the Committee for the Advancemen
of Negro Education is dead. There i
no longer a nice little group of
Negroes" who will bend over backwards to suppor so-called white:
liberals.
The organized Black students
here realize that we get little or
no support from Whites on this campus, as was effectively illustrated
during the CANE sponsored Black
Expo week, in February. We are also
aware that the White crusaders continue to use Blackness to support
themselves ;, as was illustrated by
Dr, DuPre's use of the Black Panthe
film in his "debage" with Deam Conley.
While the lack of-White suppor
was not an essential alemet in
issolving CANE, it none the less, con
tributed in emphasizing a new stand
for the organization that has risen
to replace CANE. The new replace=
ment is CABU, The Committee for
Advancement of Black Unity. CABU
does not intend to Uncle-Tom Black
support or allow it to be abused
without scalding repercussions. Thi
new active force you
have already
observed at DuPre's "debate." The
lack walk-out was not CANE -It
as CABU.
V,A, Wilson
:

ANOUCIGEWDTOR
The New Editor, Virginia Smilack, is a graduate of WSU (3.5) and is
certified, as an English teacher by the state of Ohio
.
As the new editor, I encourage anyone who wishes to contribute to the
Phoenix to please get their articles into Mike Smilack at the CODE literature
table by April 9, 1969- If at all possible, please type the article 8 inches
wide, single spaces.
As editor, I reservere the right to correct, to rearrange sentences if
necessary, and if the article is not acceptable, to exclude an article. This
articles
exclusion does not mean that opposing viewpoints shall be excluded - only

You probably haven't heard yet, but on April 17th, we're going to vote
on whether or not to accept "our" Student Body constitution. After years of
writing and rewriting the constitution is finally asseptable to the Academic
Council and President Golding. Now, we get to decide if it is aceeptable to
us. Is it? ?
Many students, including myself and other senators, who have studied
the constitution are beginning to doubt that it is acceptable. We are beginning to find many provisions which are unacceptable. For instance, the
provision which gives considerable power to the Student Body president.
This power includeds: chairman of the Student Senate; nominating chairman
and members of the Student Senate committees; and nominating student members
of theuniversity committees (Except fot the Academic Council this would seem
to include everything from the Board of Trustees on down); and power to
control the "activities of the Student Senate and (providing) for their
proper implementation." This is still but part of the power designated to
be given to the Student Senate President; one person with power to control
the student body and its representatives.
Antoehr reason for finding the Constitution unacceptable is that there
is no porvision for a judiciary or a bill of Students' Rights.
There are other reasons for finding the Constitution unacceptable nad the main one being that the administration . has written a Constitution
to control us, the student body, without considering our opinions or without
letting us play a decisive role in making this set of laws which will control
us.
We must call our own Constitutional Convention and conceive a
Constitution acceptable to us all - compromising for the betterment of the
entire student body and the welfare of Wright State University.
But before we can write our own constitution, we must vote "NO" to
the constitution offered us by the administration.
A FRAT FOR THE HANDICAPPED
A new coed fraternity for handicapped students, faculty and
staff, will be meeting Thursday, April 10, in room 216 Millet. New
members are welcome:

I was torn from the Dark Bosom
of the mother that gave me life
to pay homage in the sun
to the Man's King fiber
He cut out my tongue
saying his was better
He erased my fathers' progress
saying his did more
He purged my mind
saying only he could think
Now I seek the milk
I have so long thirsted
I seek my fathers
hidden in the ages
I seek my mind
desnowed
And he trembles
that I will drink
discover
think.
(carl j foster)
Blackness
not our shadeshell
nor rhythm, nor beat
nor dancing feet
nor ghetto, nor filth
nor welfare checks
Blackness
our mind fiber
sown by the worms of resistance
toughened in hateguila
Cursing and burning
while praising and building
SELF

1969:
AND THROUGHOUT AMERICA-GOD LIVES
As darkness settled swiftly over
field and town the sounds of the
crickets rose to a steady drone.
And a cool, refreshing breeze
played in the grass and brought
comfort to the tired, aching fam
ily now sitting down to their
evening meal together. The even
ing promised to be peaceful, and
after chores were done, all would
go rest out on the stoop.
Quietly they came. The evening
became still as the crickets waited cautiously to see the path
these feet would take. An occasional voice and the swishing of
the grass were the only disturbances.
All
was pease. And God blessed them for
in His name and for His sake they
gathered. For Him they began:
"Hey nigger Hey, Blackman We
don't 'low no dirty bastards here!
And all that could_ be heard was
the breaking glass, the snap
ping of burning wood. the cries
of anguish of the family trying
to escape death, and prayers and
chants of the worshippers.
Slowly he raised his eyes to
look upon his home. Among the
ashes - the burned twisted body
of his wife. She held in fixed
embrace their yourgest son. She
had tried, but only death could
save his body and soul from pain.
...Somewhere, their daughter, and
their firstborn-a fine gentle
boy.
A snapping sound creeped into
his awareness and he turned toward
it. Against the peaceful darkness
of the night stood the symbol of
Love - and below the burning cross
lay the Lifeless form of his son.
... and he cursed his God
died.
and

(carl j foster)

AND TEE UNBORN...
In a previous issue, The Phoenix ran an excerpt form a book by Dr.
Timothy Leary. The book advocates the use of LSD as a means of attaining
communion with God. I have been given the opportunity to present my views
on the use of drugs, and at present would like to discuss LSD and caffein
LSD
Whatever else it does, LSD has two highly undesirable effects: first,
it is a potent teratogen - it causes malformations in the developing human
embryo. It induces malformation of the brain and spinal cord and its effects
may not be lethal: this means a physically or mentally defective child can
be born. Secondly, LSD has the potential for changing chromosomes and potentially causing changes in hereditary units. The controversy over the exact
effect of LSD on chromosomes seems to have risen f
orm the difficulty in getting information on the exact dosages and vehicles in which it is consumed.

LSD (cont.)
Presently , there are some carefully controlled experiments being conducted,
but the information is not yet complete. Yet, based on the information
compiled so far, small doses of LSD can cause chromosomal damage- thus
not only endangering an unborn child but all future children of either
male or female takers of LSD.
CAFFEIN
It is not only LSD that has to be of concern to us, but also our
morning coffee - and the caffein in our coffee. Caffein prevents repair of
normal chromosome damage and can result in the same kinds of chromosomal
problems tha are caused by LSD... effecting both the individual who drinks
this caffein and/or the offspring of this individual.
Ira Fritz
ARTIFICIAL SWEETNERS
"Penging further medical research into the effects of saccharin and
cyclamates, the National Research Center suggests adults limit their daily
consumption of artificial sweetners to 26 mg. per pound of weight. A 180
pound adult, for example, should have less than five grams of sweetner a
day, equal to about five 12-oz. diet sodas.
That's a lot of pop. But the grams add up if you count the artificail
sweetner you might be getting in dietetic friuts, jams, cakes, even vitamins
and antibiotics - plus the sweetners you add to coffee and tea.
So far, there's no proof that cyclamates are harmful. But large doses
have caused chromosome damage in rats and some experts are concerned.
Business Week, March 22

r.

"Recognizing that this one great asset Wright Patterson Air Force
Base for the modern R&D environment already was in place and highly
developed, Dayton area leaders investigated the possibility of
strengthening the others. Higher education, for example, with graduatelevel strength in engineering and sciences, is important to industrialscience organizations in more ways than one. It produces a local supply
of professional personnel. It sometimes can serve as a research
contractor for an industrial firm with scientific problems. It provides
the kind of environment in which industrial scientists like to live, so that
they and their children can have the advantage of higher education itself
andoftheculra tiveshaturond iverst."
C. William Ingler
"R&D: Research and Development: Cornerstone of the Future"
"Also, a great institution in Dayton would be a distinct community
asset, and therefore a benefit to NCR. With Robert Oelman, my
successor at NCR, I co-chaired a committee to bring about the new
school . .
"To NCR this is good business. Dayton lacked certain attributes
normally attract men who have high bargaining
power in the job market. I have often thought of this in connection with the electronics
industry, a field into which Mr. Oelman's administration has projected
NCR as a major force. Most electronics research and manufacturing
are located in New England and southern California.... The California
sunshine and informal life have high appeal for the young scientists,
much as those who serve in NCR's electronic division at Hawthorne in
suburban Los Angeles....
"Yet Dayton is a logical electronics center. The nature of the city's
industreahwokdntWrigh-PaesonAFrcB
sugetmorlcnisvetu.Thrimcaountyd
to better its competitive stance in the so-called exotic industries. An
importandjucsmplehigrducaton."
S.C. Allyn in
MY HALF CENTURY WITH NCR
C. William Ingier is an officer of the Board of Trustees of Wright
StaeUnivrsydtoemsrvatpoybusinemagrt
the school. He is the Special Assistant to the President at NCR
RobertS.Olman,hCirofteBadNCR,isthearmn
oftheBardWigSte.CAlyn,aprimovethbuldingf
WSU,istheformCantheBordfNCRanisowDrect
neritus.
EugenW.Ktri,aoheWSUtusandChirmofWtes
NationlBkdTrustCompany,ielckswthNCRrougbet
Oelmanwhosit eBardfWintsk.TrueJamsMCox
meets Oelman and Allyn on the Board of Directors of Community
resachIn. rompanywhsertPublicHgh
Education for the Dayton Area gave the rationale for the creation of
WrightSae.Alyn,OmIgeradKtilsonheAra
congresCuil,aopfDytnbusiem.whcarlys1,odingtaDy lNewsartic,hdlymaenubrofphcalsnerigthablsmenofwuivrsty.

..was not only "natural" for NCR to help in the establishment of any new university in
the Dayton area. it was imperative that they build such a new university
nd control its development. As the foremost representative of the
orporate order of the Dayton area, NCR needed Wright State. and NCR
needs to control Wright State .
s hinted by Allyn and Ingler, NCR needs more scientists and
ngineers in the Dayton area in order to begin to compete successfully
n the electronics-computer field. Furthermore, the nature of NCR's
nd the country's entire work force will undergo a significant change in
he next decade: blue-collar workers will be increasingly replaced by
utomated machines; the workers who will manage, mind, and fix these
ew machines will have to have a fairly sophisticated and technicallyriented education. Forthunately for NCR, Wright State can churn out
oth the old types of scientist-researcher-engineer-manager and the new
ype of technically oriented, high-grade "blue collar" worker. In fact,
his is why NCR built Wright State.
The need for a more highly educated work force can be constantly
een in documents dealing with Wright State and 0hio's higher
ducation system as a whole. The first of the Ohio Board Of Regents
ecommendations and conclusions for the Master Plan For State Policy
n Higher Education reads: "Higher education must be given a place of
gh importance among the major needs of the nation and of Ohio if the
rowing demands for an educated manpower are to be met, if the
ncreasing necessity for an educated citizenry is to he satisfied, if the
ational security is to be preserved, if economic growth is to be ensured,
nd if individual satisfaction and the general welfare are to be
chanced."' (Master Plan, p. 3, emphasis added). The idea of meeting
the increased demands of the labor market for educated manpower" is
driving force behind the Regents' conception of higher education. The
ebruary 1966 report of the Wright State Campus Advisory Committee
(later to become the Board of Trustees) entitled Wright State Campus:
he Development of A New State University emphasize the need in
elation to Wright-Patterson Air Force Base which "need(s) large
umbers of new college-trained employees each year and look(s) to the
niversity as a potential source of good applicants." (Advisory Comm.
, 24).
As important as producing manpower for the corporations is the reearch and development benefits which the University-Factory spins
ff. As the Regents put it: "Close working relationships should be
chieved between industry in Ohio and the public university in order
hat the requirements for basic knowledge in the technical
evelopments of industrymbeknowatuyivrsyeach
ersonnel and in order that the accumulation of knowledge in
niversities may be more readily communicated to industry development personnel" (Master Plan p.10). The Regents goes on to observe that university research is a matter of importance to the

economic activity of the country and of every state in the country
research does 'spin off' ideas about new products and new production
processes. Moreover, where the research is done may influence where
the project is developed and produced or where a new production
process is introduced. More and more today research is related to
economic growth, and research performance affects economic growth
in a particular area or state. (Master Plan p. 105 emphasis added).
Obviously NCR wants these new products and processes. This is why
S. Allyn writes that "Broadening our educational facilities will not
retract from our industrial strength, but instead will enhance it
measurably. There will be a cross-fertilization of knowledge and
students in the years to come among industry, our two universities and
Wright-Patterson Air Force Base; because industry, the academic
laboratory, and the military establishment are become increasingly
dependent upon one another." This, as C.W. Ingler says, "It is inevitable
that Wright State University will develop as a major university with
special capabilities in science and engineering." (Ingler p,15) and, as
the Advisory Committee put it, not surprisingly the same way.
Because of the proximity of Wright State to the Wright-Patterson
scientific complex and because of the trend toward research park
investment in the neighborhood of the Base and the University, a strong
science and engineering program is inevitable." (Advisory Comm. p 25
emphasis added in both cases).
Of course, it is "inevitable" only because "the civic, business, and
industrial community has been deeply involved in the Wright State
project since the very beginning. Top community leaders laid the
ground work for the project....supervised the research work
the need for a public university in the Dayton area, lead
a fund raising campaign, and accepted appointment to the newly
created Advisory Committee" (Advisory Comm. p.24). In the initial

fund raising drive of 6 million dollars, NCR contributed one million
interlocking interests of Kettering, Cox, Rike, and the Dayton Power
and Light Company chipped in almost another 1.5 million. Co-signers
on the loan which financed the construction of the student union were
the NCR co., the NCR Foundation, the Kettering Foundation, and the
Cox Foundation. The library has been heavily dependent upon grants
from the Kettering Foundation.
But the control of NCR and her sister corporations goes even beyond
the plot of land upon which Wright State sits: Ingler reveals how the
location of the new Interstate 777 by-pass expressway was determined
by these same corporate powers. Counteracting previous official
studies, their final decision "was to locate the new expressway outside
the city limits so that it would run through the prime development area
adjacent to the Air Force Base and the new university campus." This
'was a classic case of community cooperation in the interest of its own
economic development....The main motivating factor was the
unlimited economic opportunity in the neighborhood involved, and the
leadership...subordinated other factors to this." (Ingler p.15).
Finally the corporations have decided the best use for the land aroun
Wright State: "Again NCR helped to motivate improvement by
providing some of the leadership for the planning commission." (Allyn
p. 32). As Ingler puts it, this area "would become one of the nation's
outstanding locations for industrial-science activity if it were properly
planned and guided in its development," (Ingler p.42, emphasis in
original). A master plan of the area was done and "the plan itself is
comprehensive, setting down not only the appropriate locations for
industrial-science and light industrial zones, but the most desirable
location for single-family residential, commercial, and public facility
(Ingler p,42)

COLOR OF THE CORPORATE DOLLAR
Since NCR and her sister comrporations are responsible for the creation and the control of
WSU and its environs, it follows that these corporations and their administrators at the
University are in control, in a significant degree, of the detinies of those people within and
without the institution of Wright State University. To most it might seem that such control has
been benign. An examination of the record, however, shows that the sorporations have ignored
the needs of Black people in higher education exactly as they are charged of doing in their own
corporation. Such a deliberate ignoring of Black people constitutes discrimination and brings
up the concept of institutional racism which, though more subtle that over racism of
screaming "Nigger!", is far more damaging. That Wright State was created in racism and to this
day is a bulwark of a racist society can easily be illustrated. In their Provisional Plan for
Public Higher Education in Ohio the Regents observe that "some concern has been expressed
by our consultants and others because both the Dayton campus and Central State College are
located in the same county and are not more than 15 or 16 miles apart." (Provisional Master
Plan p. 127). Central State, about 20 miles from downtown Dayton, is a predominently Black
university. Though part of the state system since 1951, in the years from 1946 to 1965
it has received a half-million dollars less in state investment in physical plant that the Ohio
Agricultural Research and Development Center in Wooster. Its 5 1/2 million state plant
investment during these years compares with a maximum of 73 million (Ohio State) and a
minimum of 14 1/2 (Bowling Green and Miami) for all other state universities. (Note: no
investment was made in colleges, branches, other universities etc. until 1963. Master Plan
p.157) At the present time however, the state support rate per undergraduate student is
almost $200 more for Central State than all other state schools(Though this support has
decreased some since 1951 Master Plan p. 150-2). What this indicates is that the local
corporations were unwilling to invest in an already existing university, though relatively young,
and a state institution which desperately needs physical plant and research and development
activities and is also Black. On the other hand, it is clear that the State has been content
subsizing the failing situation at Central State, rather than building it into a university on the
same level as the White institutions of the State. To rationalize this situation , the Regents
said that the "one appropriate basis of differentiation" between WSU and CSU would be
"the commuting! nature of the WSU student body and the residential nature of the Central
State College student body." (Provisional Master Plan p. 127). Indeed, Community Research Inc.
emphasized that a new university in the Dayton area should be within commuting distance of
the city. (Public Higher Education p.11-23) During the early discussions of where the university
should be located, an area on the West Side of Dayton was suggested. This area was near the
Black community and was reachable by public transportation. Instead, the campus was built
on the other side of town, 15 miles form the center city, far beyond public transportation.
As the Advisory Committee said this site "was chosen mainly because of tis proximity to
Wright Patterson..." (advisory Committee p.26) It might seem superfulous to point out that

COLOR OF THE DOLLAR (cant,)
young Blacks have much less access to automobiles than young Whites, but
such a trite fact stresses the point that the corporations built their
university out of reach of most potential Black students.
If the above consideration is combined with the Regents' conclusions about
Central State, it can be seen what the White corporate powers have in mind.
Central State has its origins as a "Normal and Industrial Department" within
Wilberforce University; in 1941 this designation was changed to the "College
of Education and Industrial Arts". Though now independent, the State's concept of the Black institution has not improved much: in the Provisional
Master Plan, the Regents suggest that Central concentrate in the areas of
arts and sciences, teacher education, and industrial technology rather than
expanding the offerings and developing internal academic divisions or
colleges. (Provisional Master Plan p. 126). Further more, the Regents hint
that the way to increase White enrollment at Central State is the method
used by West Virginia State: "by a marked reduction in the number of out-ofstate students and the development of evening programs for industrail workers." (Provisional Master Plan p.126). Such actions are suggested even
though the Regents admit that Central is "highly respected in Negro education," It is also important to note that while the Regents are very much
concerned about increasing the number of Whites at Central , they have
nothing to say about the more severe condition of segregation at Wright St.
It is clear then, that the intention is for white institutions and
Whtie students to receive the Cor-porations' blessings of research and devlopment and advanced technical training: it is the White young who are to be
groomed for a place in the corporate sun. The masses of potential Black
students are ignored; for those who do get to college, the State maintains,
on a welfare kind of arrangement, an institution with a lower-grade level
of technological training and benefits, a level connotated by the use of
"industrail" terminology. Such a policy insures that only the "very cream"
of the Black young will rise to the economic level of the Whites; pther Blacks
will be channeled into a lower educational and technological level, and most
Blacks will be ignored. This policy, which provides that those Black students
who aspire to the economic level of Whites will be forced into a complete
cultural assimilation in which they will lose their psychological identity
as Black people and thus the motivation to use the new economic and social
postion for the liberation of their race. Such is the corporate strategy of
denying support to Black institutions and compelling Black students to compete on White terms in White institutions: if everything works out correctly
the future number of token Blacks in the corporate structure should not make
waves.
In fact, this is exactly the way the White corporations have manipulated
Black employment in the economy. Though Blacks constitute 22% of the Dayton
Oakwood-Kettering Moraine area population, only 3.5% of NCR's 19,000 work
force is Black. If these 659 Blacks none are officials and none are sales
workers, only 18 professionals, only 15 technicians, and only 5 are craftsmen. The rest of the Blask workers are concentrated in the lower classifications of operatives, laborers, and service workers. In all cases the facts
show that the lower the job, the more in the proportion of Blacks working it:
for example. 8% of the Black working force is employed as laborers, while
only 2.6% of the whites are laborers, yet 12% of the Whites are craftsmen
as opposed to .75% of the Blacks. (Employment Statistics of March 1968). The
pattern of racism in the University system was germinated in the parent corporation: the mass of potential Black workers is ignored, those few that are
let into the institution are kept in the lower technological (and lower paying) levels. This pattern of institutionalized racism is repeated in all the
corporations of the Dayton area and through out America; Robert Oelman has
brought it to Wright State
.
Dr. Brage Golding, President of Wright State, has been quoted as saying
that anyone, Black or White, can attend the University; a faculty source has
reported him uninterested in any program to increase the university's Black
enrollment. The number of Black students on the campus is at best equal to
the 3.5 percentage of Black workers at NCR. Golding, of course,is an old
corporation man himself, having served for ten years as the director for
Lilly Varnish Co. and as a consultant to more than a dozen key midwest industries. As a former corporate executive, Golding undoubtedly understands that
special programs are set up not for Blacks or other oppressed groups, but for
Whites and for the benefit of the corporation-military system: by the second
year of operation a graduate program in the late afternoon had been set up
"primarily for Wright-Patterson personnel." (Advisory Comm. p. 10)
. The only University program which has attempted to be relevant to the
Black community was the Wright Start Program of Summer 1968. This was an attempt by the WSU Federation of Teachers to prepare some 125 Black students for
college.After the Summer no follow-up was made, except, perhaps, by the
Golding Administration since many of the faculty involved in the program have
come under Administration criticism or have been denied promotions which were
(continue at bottom of next page)

When my generation left college, we were mainly interested in getting
ahead for ourselves. The new generation leaving college is mainly interested
in getting right with themselves and getting straight with themselves. That
is the big, and important, and encouraging, difference.
You don't need to look hard to see it. Flipping through the last :Stanford Alumni Almanac" which arrived at the house, I turned to my eldest daughter's Class of ' 66 Notes, which listed the activities of about 10 members of
that class.
One of them, a young woman, had received he M.A. at Harvard last year,
and was teaching biology. Last summer she was invited back to Harvard to
be a master teacher in an intern-training program - the youngest teacher
ever to be app ointed by Harvard for such a program.
A young woman received her M.A. in African history and left for Kenya
last year as one of 50 new volunteers assigned to teach in secondary schools
under the Kenys Minstry of Education.
A young man, after getting his degree; took part in Operation Crossroads
in Africa. The following summer, he served as a student minister in Arkansas.
These are typical, rather than unusual cases. College graduates today
are, on the whole, service-oriented rather than profit-oriented. They want
to find their identity, not in a narrow psychological sense, but in terms of
their .relationswith other people, in terms of the full function of their.
personalities wherever they can be of the most use in the world.
And this is what the older generation has to keep in mind when judging
and evaluating the college scene today, The revolts and rebellions, while
often obnoxious in t hemselves, are symptomatic of idealistic yearnings and
strivings, and not merely negative attacks upon authority.
If the nation's colleges had bothered to listen to a man like Robert
M. Hutchins during the last 30 years,these disturbances might not now be
taking place - for he warned them that students were disgruntled and disaffected,and that they were not being taught to think like the human beings, to
citizens. What is amazing is that so
live like men and women, to act like
many are getting straight with themselves through the crooked grooves
of academe.

President Nixon denounced previous disorders Saturday as a threat to
intellectual freedom and civilization itself. But he limited federal retaliation to withholding financial help from students convicted of violating the
law.
...Under this legislation, the burden of administration falls upon the
institutions..."Congress has done no more than to withdraw federal assistance from those students judged, not by university regulations, but by courts
of law to have violated criminal statutes.
"Almost by definition, given the present tactics of disruption, anyone
so convicted may fairly be assumed to have assulted the processes of
free inquiry which are the very life of learning."
0
The students of today are the law-makers of tomorrow. Let us hope that
they do not forget as easily and as completely as past generations...
!Let us hope that it is the dawning of the Age of Aquarius
COLOR OF THE DOLLAR (cont)
expected, Professor Ronald Staub, a faculty participant, has been fired for
alleged non-progress toward his doctoral degree: he has been advised that
the time spent in Wright State is no excuse for failure to procure a Ph,D.
and that his involvement in-the program adds no weight to his staying at
Wright State: thus the Administration disclaims any connection or virtue
to the Wright Start Program.
In the end : however, one should not expect the Corporations and their
universitites to set up any type of Black student programs; to do so would be
a contradiction
of the racist corporate-military university system which
they have created and which
they administer, AS S.C. Allyn complacently
observes:"There they go
some will say, trying to run things again." Such
is the occassional buzz. But corporations ought to ignore this carping, and
most of them do. The truth is that lately, as a matter of self-interest,
most important companies have become public-spirited." And," Does the NCR
industrial policy add up io paternalism? Answer the question as you will it still add up to good business.

An understanding og the situation at WSU can only be achieved by an
understanding of the state university system as a whole. Who makes the
decisions that immediately affect us? What recourse is there within the
system? To whom are these decision-makers answerable? The answers to these
questions involve the entire educational-political-industrial complex of the
State of Ohio. However, an examination of the immediate power structure of
WSU is a beginning.
The following excepts were taken from the Governing Documents of
Wright State University dated March, 1968.
Ohio revised code, laws establishing WSU
...The government of Wright state university is vested in a board of
nine trustees, who shall be appointed by the governor, with the advice and
consent of the senate.
The board of trustees of Wright state university shall employ, fix the
compensation of, and remove the president and such number of professors,
teachers, and other employees as may be deemed necessary. The board shall
do all things necessary for the creation, proper maintenance, and successful
and continuous operation of the university.
By-laws of the Board of Trustees
A majority of the members of the Board shall constitute a quorum for
the transaction of business at any meeting of the Board.. At any meeting
where a quorum is present, a majority vote of those present shall be required
by law or by these by- laws.
The Chairman and Vice-chairman must be members of the Board. The qualifications of all other officiers shall be determined by the Board. ...Any
officier of the Board may be removed at any time, either with or without
cause, by resolution adopted by the affirmative vote of five members of the
Board...
Standing Committees: Executive, Academic Affairs, Administration and
Development, and Building and Grounds. The Chairman of the Board shall
designate the Chairman of each standing Committee, the members of which shall
be members of the Board. ...the President is not eligible to serve as a
voting member of any standing committee.
One of the standing committees shall be an executive committee composed
of at least four memebers of the Board. This committee shall have broad
powers to act in all matters not deemed by the Chairman of the Board and the
President of the University as of sufficient importance to command the
immediate attention of the whole Board. All acts... shall be subject to
confirmation by the Board, except those wherein the Board has delegated
...full power to act for the Board.
In the basis of mutual good faith pointing to continuous service, the
president of the university shill be elected from year to year and shall be
entitled at all times to six months severance motice. The concurrence of
six members of the Board shall be necessary in order to elect or remove the
President of the University.
The President of the University is charged with full responsibility and
authority for conducting, directing, and managing affairs of the University
consistent with policies, Regualtions, and Operating Procedures promulgated
by the Board of Trustees and subject ao all applicable laws. ...All communications to the Board shall be transmitted through the President... except
as the Board ... shall invite communications.
All appointments to the staff and faculty, leaves of absence, and removals shall be made by the Baird, upon recommendation of the President...
Detailed Regulations and Operating Procedures ... shall be promulgated
by the President .. and presented to the Board from time to eime for
approval.
Statement of Purpose
In the interest of achievement in the fields of teaching, research, and
service, the University shall support the freedom of each individual within
the University to inquire into any subject, learn the truth about it, and
express conclusions of such inquiry without interference. Such freedom
shall be limited only by onsideration of the equally important rights of
others.
...this University shall actively seek a cosmopolitan membership in
its faculty, staff, and student body. ...Never shall the University cause
any person to suffer disadvantage because or race, colore, religion, national origin, or ancestry.

WSU (cont.)

Industry is simply making more
plastic things to make the already
world more sticky.

Code of Regulations,WSU
The Board of Trustees shall employ, fix the cmmpensation of, and remove the President and any such number of professors, teachers, and other
such employees as may be deemed necessar.
The President shall be the chief executive officier of the WSU and
shall be responsible within the policies and procedures established by the
Board of Trustees for the administration of - the university.
..the President shall:
Formualte Codes of Operating Procedures governing the non-academic
administrative processes of the University ...present such... to the Board
...from time to time for their approval...
Transmit to the Board of Trustees, together with his comments all
communication of the faculty and students or their chosen representatives,
as requested by them.
The University Faculty
The University Faculty, in consultation with the President, shall
formulate Codes of Operating Procedures governing ...fields of University
operation composed wholly or primarily of academic and professional subject matter, The President shall present such recommended Operating Procedures to the Board of Trustees from time to time for their consideration.
It is apparent that the Board of Trustees is the formal head of the
power structure. They have delegated authority to University officials as
of the University; but
necessary for the operation
matters of importance.
have the final say in all
vision to reverse or
Note that there is no proTrustees. By law they
override a decision of the
see fit. They are also
may hire and fire as they
power (elected by the
appointed by the party in
average, have only a 9th
people of Ohio, who as an
present the business
grade education), and renot the academic communiinterests of the state,
ty.
versity control is not
The question of UniTo what degree do the
however easily resolved.
and informal power to inTrustees use their formal
sions? Often, University
fluence University decidecisions entirely to the
Trustees leave cmapus
pecting the competence of
Administration, or, resfollow the wishes of that
the academic community,
It is doubtful that,under
body in formulating policy
the political system present in Ohio, that such a favorable relationship
exists.
The Board of Regents, too, is politically appointed. What power and
authority does this group possess, and what control does it exert over the
system? Examination of the formal structure of those who hold power on
the Trustees and. Regents should answer the question of sho really runs
or influences the state university system. Later artciles will deal with
further aspects of the State University System, and will examine in detail
those in control.
This article is not meant to imply that Trustees are insincere or do
not feel that they are doing what is best for the University. It is meant
to be an inquiry into the background of the decision-making processes
that affect us. What are the influences on the Administration? Whose
interests are being served - the people of Ohio, or the business community?
Has the political nature of the state university system made it a slave
to the conservative elements that control the statehouse? Many of us are
dissatisfied with the current administration, but, given the rest of the
power structure, woudl a more progressive administration be allowed to
operate? Is there any possibility of a truly excellent university operating under the state system?

At the end of the Fall Quarter, the Yearbook Staff announced a contest
for King and Queen of the yearbook. C.O.D.E. subitted two of its loyal
and most attractive members - Dr. R. Cecile and Mrs. L. Bennett.
It now appears that C.0.D.E. was the only organization that took the
invitation to support the yearbook in its contest. However we are told
that because ours were the only contestants, the contest was being dropped.
(Gary Hunt was unopposed) We wonder if the contestants had been more typical or from another organization, would the contest still have been
dropped? We of CODE feel that, being the only interested organization,
we should have won by default!

For the last few months, I have been witnessing the struggle between
the students and some of the faculty (and Trustees) from the outside - not
comprehending the childlike acts partaken by both sides. But after viewing
the repeated juvenile statements made in the Tuscon, I can now readily
understand the errors made by the Phoenix and the students. Having been
trained at Wright State University for a career as an English teacher and
having sat through many of the Education classes -- and then reading the
Tuscon, it is only obvious that there is a disparity between what is taught
in the classroom and what is practiced. I was told to look for and to
encourage student creativity, to challenge their minds, and to cnnstructively question them in order to help them understand their own thoughts and to
explain my thoughts to them. But it appears that student creativity and
questioning is no longer accepted - especially if it challenges the values
of those in power. Are teachers (and Trustees) no longer to be questioned;
are they infallible?
The goal of the Phoenix is not, as the Tuscon seems to believe, to
destroy all that exists. The goal of the Phoenix is merely to let students
and others who wish to to contribute articles expressing their opinions
and making clear to those in the University community what questions exist,
what is bothering others in the community. Naturally the Phoenix leans
towards a student viewpoint, because students do not control things and
in the past have not been heard. The Phoenix, I believe,is a step in the
nally
right direction for WSU, for perhaps
fi the students will become
concerned with what is occurring at their school and will take sides and
participate. Even one year ago, the school was dead (282 votes for an
unopposed candidate for president of the student body). Now, it is no longer
so dead; there is response to the situation as witnessed by the appearance
of both the Phoenix and the Tuscon. It is good to have two opinions expressed
but it would be much more helpful if these expressions were merely statements of ones beliefs rather than destructive criticisms of other opinions.
I cannot believe that professors and administrators, who are supposed to be
our examples, feel so desparate that they can only try to destroy everything the students do and condescend to criticize all the grammatical and
typigraphical errors. Students are students and they are learning
actively learning no student claims to be infallible. But if his
professors (at least some of them) and administrators constantly attempt to
degrade him, then the student can only believe that the faculty and adminstration are against him and that he too should behave in like fashion without respect, sensitivity, or concern for the humanness of others.
Va. Smilack

